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GDG IoT PRESENTS AUTONOMOUS VEHICLE 

DEPLOYMENT CASE STUDY AT ITS CANADA 

Enabling Real World Deployments of Autonomous Vehicles to Support Smart Mobility 

Niagara Falls, Ontario, Canada, June 20, 2018 — Joah Sapphire, President of IoT GDG, delivered 

the presentation "Enabling Real World Deployments of Autonomous Vehicles to Support Smart 

Mobility'' to the Intelligent Transportation Systems Society of Canada Conference in Niagara Falls, 

Ontario held June 18-20, 2018. The conference theme was "Mobility 2030: Bridging Innovation and 

Green Future." 

Sapphire chronicled GDG's ASSESS, PLAN, DEPLOY™ roadmap to achieve the successful 

deployment of an autonomous vehicle (AV) on a leading university campus in a major metropolitan 

region. Sapphire detailed a new approach for sustainable real-world AV deployment that is technology 

agnostic, enables collaboration across industries and sectors, attracts investment and creates high tech jobs 

According to Sapphire, advances in automated vehicle technology require real-world deployment, in 

addition to closed-road testing and integrated simulations to test AV systems. 

"Roadways are managed under laws and regulations designed for safety in an industrial age of 

humanoperated, unconnected, gas-powered vehicles," said Sapphire, "not for mobility in the connected 

world of automated vehicles and intelligent transportation infrastructure we'll soon have." He then added 

that, 

"state law requires drivers to keep their hands on the steering wheel. This prohibits the open-road testing 

required to advance AV technology." 

The event was hosted by ITS Canada, a national thought leader on advanced technologies and their 

application to the national transport systems who promotes traffic safety, reduced congestion and 

transportation system reliability and competitiveness. 

In his welcome message to open the conference, Chair and CEO ofITS Canada Christopher Philp 

remarked, "I am proud ofITS Canada and our many accomplishments. This is our 21st year, and with so 

much going on in ITS throughout Canada and the world, the role of ITS Canada continues to gain in 

importance and prominence." 
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